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Tests have been made to d&e&e the thrusts obkinable from two 

groqs of Iavsl-type convergent-divergentpropellingnozzles overarange 

of pressure ratios up to 9 : 1 using air at sensibly ambient temperature. 

The nozzles of the first group were designed for pressure ratios of 4, 6, 

8, IO and 12 and had sn inoluded divergence sngle of 200 whilst those of 

the second group were sll designed for a pressure ratio of 8 snd had 

inaluded divergence angles of 50, IO*, 20°, 30' and 50'. 

The superior thrudt perfowos at high pressure ratios of tho Iavd- 

type nozzles over that 01 a pLain convergent nozzle has been deanonstrated. 

The effect cf divergencn%angle on tbe tluvst hss been exsmined and, within 

the range 5O to 25', been found to be smell. 

A ccmpariscnbetwwnths perfomanoe of aBusermann-type profiled 

nosele designed to givu paraIlelflcw at outlet snd an equivalent nozzle 

having a straight coniod divergsnce has shown that at the &sign point the 

profiledno5sls gipas about2percsntmoretinwst. 

All. ths no55ha tested, with the aLaspt.ion of one having 5O diva- 

gence angla,exhibited afoknof jetkdsbility at vsrylowprsssure 

ratios. The condit.icns uder S this ooalrsarepressnteagrap~oally. 
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1.0 Introduction 

The. work described in this Report is an extension of an earlier 
investigation which has been previously reported (deference 1) and was 
unde-taken pzmm.rily in order to investigate the perfomance of Lavel-type 
ocnvergent-divergent nozzles at off-desxgn conditions. Inparticular, 
mf'ormntlon was requ!.red on the effect of d2vergence sngle on the thrust and 
the benefits to be obtmed by the use of a profiled divergent portion 
designed to give parallel flow at exit. 

2.0 Test a aratus 

2.1 Model nozzles 

Altogether eleven convergent-divergent nozzles were tested. Th:y 
were divided into two main groups, the fl*-st gmup having constant divergence 
angle and varying design pressure ratio* and the second group having constant 
design pressure ratio end varying divergence angle. The nozzles of Group I 
had an included angle of divergence of ZOO and were designed for pressure 
ratios of 4, 6, 8, IO and 12, whilst those of Group II had a constark design 
pressure ratio of 8 and divergence angles of 5, 10, 30 and 50°. All the 
nozzles in these tm groups were geometrically solar, the inlet profile 
being oircular and the divergent portion conical. 

For the investigation into the effect of divergent section pmfile, 
a nosale designed to give an exit MachNumber of 2 was used. The co-mth- 
n&es for the supersonic portion of this nozzle were obtained using a method 
originated by R. Sargent, this bein g a development of the classical method 
of characteristics with empirical boundary layer corrections. A cubic 
CUV.? was used to define the approach section. For canprison, a Laval- 
type nozzle vslth conical divergence hamng the same inlet profile and design 
pressure ratio was also tested. 

In additloa to the nozzles described above a comcei convergent 
nozzle of 25' inciuded angle m.s tested. 

The nozzles -were made of brass and were given a high interml polish. 
The norrzml. throat diameters were 1 in. but these were checked individually 
by inserting a slightly tspared mandrel coated with markmg blue into the 
bore and measuring Its diameter at the point where the blue was removed by 
contact with the throat. It was considered that in this my the throat 
diemeter could be dete rmined to within to.0025 in. The outlet dinmeters 
were measured with a travelling microscope and ware considered accurate 
to vo.th2.n +o.oOo5 5.Q. 

Comparative drawings of the model nozzles are shown in Figures I sad 
2 sad their principal design features m-e given in Table I (se< over). 

-----_______-___-_____________________ 

* Throughout this Report the 
term "desis pressure ratio" 
refers to that value wbwzh 
mrrespcnds with the given 
area ratio assummg one-di- 
mensional isentropic flow. 
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TABLE I 

Design detaila of model nozzles 

Nominel Diver Threat Design Design 
Ressure gence Exit Area 

Ratio Angle dia. dia. FL+,10 Pres-e 
Exit Remarks 

Ratio Mach No. 

4 2v 1.0030 1.110 I.225 4.05 1.568 

6 20 1.0025 1.218 1.476 6.04 1.833 l-i 

8 20 1.0037 1.320 I.730 8.20 2.032 
10 20 1.0012 1.395 I.941 10.08 2.365 1 

12 20 1.0028 1.464 2.131 11.92 2.265 

8 50 0.9993 1.312 1.724 8.15 2.025 
8 30 1.0012 1.320 I.738 5.28 2.035 # 

8 IO 1.0016 1.320 1.737 8.26 2.033 
8 5 I.0045 I.320 1.727 8.18 2.029 1 

I.002 '1.313 I.717 7.83 2.000 Profiled 
nozzle 

8' 52' 0.999 1.3225 

/ 

1.752 8.39 2.046 Equivalent 
plain codcal 

nozzle 

2.2 Thrust balance 

Throughout the present Snvestigation thrust wss measured using the 
strain gauge apparatus described 111 Reference 2. With this it was possible 
to meesure a maximum thrust, cf 150 lb. to en accuracy of to.1 lb. Hnth 8n 
inted pres- in the supply pipe of IO atmaspheres. The rig 1s ilhs- 
tratea in Pigme 3. 

2.3 Pressure and temperature mess-ent 

To establish the inlet conditions the total pressure and tswera- 
ture wee measured in the ei.r supply pqe inxnw3~atel.y before the nozzle. 
SW20 the velooity in the supply pip8 wa8 very low, the Maah ndmber naver 
exceeding 0.06, it was considered sufTioiently accurate to use single point 
meaeurements. The total pressure was thorefwe determined from ane centrally 
mounted pit& tube SAC? the fanpcraturs with ameraury-in--s thermometer. 

2.4 Airflowmeasurement 

An orlflce plate medo and lnstatd aooonling to the stenael-as 
laid down In B.S.lol$2 was used to measure the air flow. 

3.0 EXDWiSl~~ DZ’Ooe&lre 

Each nozzle was tested over a range of pressure ratios up to the 
maximum cbtainable, that LS slightly over 9 : 1. Heasuranents of thrust, 
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inlettotelpressure, id&temperature end airmass flowweremede for each 
condition. Ths thrust belance wes calibrated at frequent intervals both 
at atmospheric pressure and with the noesle sealed and the pipe pressurised 
to 9 atmospheres. At all times the calibrations were cmeistent to within 
to.1 la., en2 no hysteresis between increasing end decreasing pressure was 
observed. It was, however, foundnecessaryto corn&d the electrical supply 
to the strain gauge circuit about 30 minutes before testing comenc-ed in 
order to allow tne resistive components of the circuit to attain en equili- 
brium teuperature. For the last 5 minutes of thm tkne the e.ir supply to 
the rig wss turned cn. This was found to be essential, because the supply 
air temperature was ususlly 5 to IOOC. above ambient in the test cubicle, 
andwhilstthe overelltemperaturelevelinnoweyeffectedthe thrust 
balance calibratim, sny temperature difference between the twc strain 
gauges produced ermrs of the order of 0.2 lb. indicated thrust/°C. tempera- 
ture difference. 

4.0 Theoretical petio-ce of nozzles 

4.1 Performance at desLgri pressure raiio 

A simple analysis, based on one-dimensional isedxopio flow, of the 
variation of thrust with design pressure ratio is given in the Appendix. 
It is there shown that the non-dimensional thrust assuming complete expan- 
sion to atmospheric pressure is given by: 

F 
-= 

. . . . . . . . (11 
which for sir with Y = 1.4 becomes:- 

F 
- = 
A2Plt 

For a convergent nozzle operating above the choking pressure ratio 

Pa 
-- 

Pit 
. . . . . . (3) 

which for 811‘ is:- 

F 
- =. 1.268 pa 
&PI t 

-q . . ., . . . . . . . . . . (4) 

4.2 Performanoe at off-design pressure ratio 

Away from the design point, Equation (1) requires to be modifiedby 
the addition of apressurethrusttenn, e.s shown ~Lthe Appardlx. !chus the 
non-dimensimal thrust x.s:- 



Class~o one-dxnensmnal theory assu!es that the S;loc!c system moves inside 
the nozzle when the overall pressure ratio is reduced below that value 
which enables a normal shack l:oated exactly at the exit plane to restore 
the pressure to smbient. An expression for this limiting condition is 
derived in the Appendix and it is shown that if a normal shook is assumed 
the lcwest overall pressure ratio at which a nozzle can run full is given 
by:- 

Pit 
x-- = . . . . . . . . (6) 

where 

given by 

Mj = design exit h!ach number 

:/pit v 
32 = 2 I 

.j 

Y-l I,% 
(- 1 

-I> . . . . -* (7) 
( \ /i 

5.0 ~rmentsl results 

5.1 ~erfomaze of Group T nozzles 

The results of the 'costs on the noszles of Group I are shown in 
terms cf non-dmenoional thrust in Figures I+ and 5 ~md m terns of specific 
thrust m Figures 6 and 7. From these graphs it will be seen that for con- 
ditwns under wLoh complete expansion occurs wlthln the nozzle iinssr 
relationships exist betwwn F/A2Plt and Pe/Pjt and between F/Nj&~ and 

PD/Plt. This is as predicted by the one-dlmensionsl analysis. The results 

for the convergent nozzle are also plctted m Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 for 
c.m*onscn. 

In Figure 8 the results are expressed in terms of thrust coefficients. 
These are defined as the ratios of the measured non-dvnensionnl end speoi- 
fit thrusts to values calculated sssumlng complete isentropic expansion to 
ambient pressure. It can rerdily be shown that the ratio CP/@ is the dis- 
charge coefficient ef the nozzle. 

It will be seen from Figure 8 that the thrust coefficients attain 
maximum values at approximately the design pressure ratio, the mexlma exhi- 
biting a tendency to increase vvlth design pressure ratio. This is contrary 
to expectation since it is logical to suppose that for nozzles of constant 
diver&once engla frictional losses wi 11 mcrassse with design pressure ratio. 
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It is possible that it may be a Reynolds number effect sl~loe with the method 
of testing used the vslue of Re at the throat increases roughly in proportion 
to the applied pressure ratio. 

The range of Re (based on throat diameter) covered by the model tests 
extended from about 3 x 105 to 3.5 x 106. 
maxinum gas temperature of 1200%., 

In atypical engine having a 
values of Re (based on a 1 ft. diameter 

nozzle) would vary from 7.5 x 105 at M = 3, 75,000 ft. to 1.1 x 106 at 
M = 1.2, 40,000 ft. 
2.2 x 106. 

The corresponding vslue at take off cor&tions would be 

Inspection of Figure 4 shows that the non-ducenszonsl thrust varies 
linearly with P~/P;~both above and below the design pressure ratio. This 

1s as predicted by Equation (5), thz constant of proportionality being 
the area ratio Adh. The highest value of Pa/l?~t to which the proportion- 

ality extends has been termed the "kti" point end this represents the 
limiting condition at winch the nozzle runs full. Any tither increase of 
Pa/Pqt beyond the kink point vslue causes the shock to move inside the nozzle 

with the result that the area on which the pressure thrust acts is reduced. 
Values of kink point for the Group I nozzles are given in Table II below. 

TA-Em II 

Kink points for Group I noseles 

I I 

j PE%e 1 (p>lt)ki,k 1 a = (plt/pa)kj& 

/ Ratlo E I s I 

r 

LO5 O.lt32 0.572 

6.04 0.330 0.502 

8.20 0.273 0.447 

10.08 0.248 0.400 

11.92 0.234 0.358 
, 

i 

These results are shown plotted in Figure 15. This shows that the 
nozzle ceases to run full at en applied pressure ratio appreclsbly higher 
thsn that predioted by the simple theory of Section 4.2. Thm IS due to 
shock wave-boundary layer interaction for as the applied pressure ratie is 
reduced the pressure retie acmss the exit shock increases until e value is 
reached which the boundary layer is unable to support. The result is that 
detachment of the flow then ocours and the shock waves become re-establiahed 
at a new position within the nosale. The conditionsunder which this occurs 
have been more fully explored in Reference 3. 

In the present tests the amplest em lrical expression which best 
fits the experimental points is fi = 1/E0.3y E . It is, however, recommended 
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that this formula should be applied with reserve and be treated as a guide 
only. This is because detenaina tions of the kink points from the thrust 
measurements are not considered to be of great accuracy. Amore satis- 
factory technique is to measure the axial pressure distribution war the 
nozzle exit (Reference 3) or elternatively to visualise the shock pattern 
bymeans of shadowgraphs. 

5.2 Performance of Grow II nozzles 

The variations of non-dimensianal end specific thrust with P$Ptt 
fnr the Group II nozzles are shown in Figures 9 and 10 and the corres- 
ponding thrust coefficients in Figure 11. The curves sre 1x1 general 
similar in form to those for the Group I nozzles although a marked discon- 
tinuity is evident in the case of the 50' nozzle and this results in it 
having a performance at low pressure ratios similar to that given by the 
convergent nozzle. It is likely that this is due to the complete detach- 
ment of the flow in the diverging portion nhen operating smay from the 
design ccnditirn. 

Figure 12 shows a cross-plot of the results given in Figure 9 to 
Fllustrate the effect of divergence sngla on the non-dimensional thrust. 
Bt the design pressure ratio (8 : 1) it is evidentthatthe optimum Sver- 
gence angle is shout 110, but the -e isate flat an3 the angle can be 
varied between obout 5O end 25' mthoat reducing the tbnwt by more thsn 
I per cent below the meximum vslue. 

5.3 Comparative performance of profiled snd straight-taper nozzles 

A comparison is given in Figures 13 end 14 between the non4iwn- 
sionsl end specific thrusts of the profiled and straight-taper nozzles 
illustrated in Figure 2. The results show that down to a pressure ratio 
of about 2.8, that is to about 35 per cent of the desigu value, the prc- 
filea nozzle gives the greater thrust. At its design pressure ratio of 
7.83 the profiled nozzle gives approximately 2 per cent more thrust then does 
the equivalant ccnicel nozzle. 

The kink in the non-dimensionslthrust curveoccursatalowr 
pressure ratic for the prcfiled nozzle then for the .3treight-taper one, the 
values of A being 0.325 and 0.378 respeotively. 

5.4 Jet instability 

With the exception of the one having a 5' included divergence sngle, 
ell the ccnvergent-divergent nozzles shanred the same form of instebility 
SE thatdescribedinReference1. At low overall pressure ratios the flow 
detached from one side of the diverging seotion, the jet emerging at an 
angle to the main axis of the nozzle. The circumferential position at 
Which detachment odd changed With time in a completely random manner, 
thefl~onsome occssions remainingeteadyfor several seconds and then 
changing position several times in rapid succession. The effect is 
thought to be the sew es that observed in Wide angle subsonic diffusers, 
the randem chenge ofdirectionbeingdwtolocaldisturbsnces intheflc~ 
~triggeringn the deflection. 

The ccnditions underwhkhinstabilitywas observedwith the Group I 
nozsles are i&Lcated inFigure 16. 
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On ths graph the full line indicates the ltitxng condltlon at 
which senlc velocity 1s Just reached 111 the throat and the two dotted lines 
the llrr,lts of mstablllty. At my @.llt abcve the up~.'"r dutted lux? the 
jet was observed to be defmltely stable snd COll~~3e~ for the regxon below 
the lowr dotted lue. In the region between the dotted lnes the nature 
3f the flow was u&dm-imnate, mstshllty occurrmg only occasionally. 

Two conclus~cns can be d-ran frcm Fqu-z 16:- 

(1) Instab.blli.ty does not occur in nozzles desqned for 
pressure ratitlon less than lb. 

6.0 Cenclus1ons ---- 

The fcllowxng conclusions were drawn from the tests:- 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

At pressure i-atms above 4.85 the thrust from all the 
Naval-type nozzles was greater than that from the conver- 
gent nozzle. Each mnd~v~dunl nozzle was superior to the 
convergent nozzle at -11 pressure rat;tlos greater than 
abcut half Its design value. 

Far each nozzle, the non-dlmensx~nal end specific thrust 
CrefflClentS attalnRd maXLlu,, vLiL.UeS Zt apprOX=mately 
the desup pressure rotlo. In the c-se cf the nczzles 

havxng constant divergence eagle the maxima showed a 
tendency tc Lxx-t4~ -41th design pressure ratlo, an 
cffnct cor.trary to expectztxon. 

So fzr L?S thrust GM concerned, the best included diver- 
gc ncc rqgt was fowl6 Lo be cbuut 12' althoueh mthin the 
EWC 5' tc 25O the c?~vergenoe angle affected the thrust 
by loss thsn 1 per cent. 

A prof'xltzl nozzle desqned to give pzrcllel flow at exit 
@va a greater thrust than an equivalent nozzle havZLng a 
plain conical divergence at all pressure rztlc.9 greater 
thzn abcut 0.35 af the design value. 

At overall pressure rntlos less thzn 2.2 all tht: nozzles 
havmg m included divergence dangle greater thrJi 5" 
axhlblted zr mstabbllity wnerem the flw detached from we 
suk of' the dIvergent scckcn. Ths ccused the Jet to 
emerge at an angle to the m,un axis of the nozzle and 
ch;mgt;d the luxz of actmn of the thrust. The position 
of detachmen7; c-?d the trste interval betireen changes varied 
II> L .̂ cuzpletely randoirl manner. 

The authcrn wish to record thex xndtibtedness to Nr. P. J. Fletcher 
who ‘??a~ resp%uxble for a 1aq;r: hart of the expermentol work described 
~nthx Rqert. 
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Symbol $mt1ty 

lb./sq.m.abs. 

ft.lb./lb./%. 

_--_-__-_-________-------------------- 

that using t!ie uuts quoted above tne value rf 
non-amuns1onal flow corresponding to lzuty Mach 
number IS 0.3966. 
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and the speclflc thrust 

When the nozzle 1s under-expanded, that 1s) when the appl~d pressure 
ratm 1s greater than the design vallle, the pressure S-rust tern 1s posltlve. 
Men the nozzle 1s over-mpanded, P3s < Pa and tne pressure thrust term 

becomes negative. Aa the appixd prweure ratm 1s reduced the dxmrepancy 
between tLe exit static pressure end mbxnt ~nc~zses. The strength of the 
shcrk system downstrcem of the nozzle therefore mcreaees until a llrmtmg 
cond;tmn 1s reached when a nomal shock exists exactly at the exit piane. 
.411x fmther raductmn of the overall pressure ratlo across the nozzle causes 
ths normal shock to move ms~de the nozzle. 

Now the statxc pressure ratro across a normal shock 1s given by:- 

Hence t‘ne linltlng p=ssure ratlo xs:- 

i 1 P’t PI t 1 - .- 
\'ajllnilt = ‘3, r 

p’t/p3 
S 

= 

J 

I/ Pit 

\Y - 1 

\- 

(Y t :';;y - 1) ;\x, ! 

i 
-1(-S 

. , J 

i"?/Prl llinlt 
.'.a= ' ) = (Y t l)(Y - I) 

p't/P 38 
Y-l 

I 
'%h- _ (y + ,)2 

4y ,,%) 

. . . . . . ..(a) 
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*It withy= 1.4&unlfktrtbrangeo~ - 

to witl-dn + per cent ms- 0 
*3t3 

x 12 $quation (a) can be expressed 

A= I 
0.71 
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c.P. NO. 325 

The ewirioal formula for determining the value of A, the 
ratio of the kink point and the design pressure ratios, which is quoted 
at the bottom of pege 8 and shown plotted on Figure 15 has been superseded 
by later work. 

The revised fomula, which has bean verified experimentally on 
nozzles having values of design pressure ratio, E, of up to 30, is:- 

1 
that is - 1+-E 

3 

The experimental investigation leading up to the derivation 
of the revised fonuula is filly deeoribed in the following paperr 

Measurements of the thrust produoed by 
oonvergent4ivergent nozales at preesure 
ratioe up to 20.- P. F. Ashwood, 
0. W. Cmese and Jean E. Goddard. 
Current Paper No. 326, November, 1956. 
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